Locological spaces are introduced. The G-locology for a subset R of a group G leads to the symmetric G-topology of R. The connected components of R correspond to ideals of any normal finite dimensional G-graded nonassociative algebra A which, for A an idempotent Lie algebra with set R of roots, are the central primitive idempotents of A.
()• Introduction* The underlying ideas in this paper are that "ideals" in a Lie algebra or graded nonassociative algebra A correspond to "open sets" in the set R of roots of A; and "direct sums" correspond to "disjoint unions of open sets."
The first section is devoted to making these ideas precise, in the language of locologies and topologies for R.
The second section is devoted to the development of a theory of decompositions of idempotent nonassociative algebras 1 as sums 1 = E λ + + E n of pair wise orthogonal central primitive idempotents; and to showing for idempotent Lie algebras that the central primitive idempotents correspond to the connected components R lf --, R n of R discussed in Section 1.
The third section is devoted to relating the open set structure of R to the ideal structure of a Lie algebra L not assumed to be idempotent, taking as starting point Theorem 1.21. 1* Locological spaces and root locologies* Let R be a set, k a set with a specified point Oek called the origin of k, H a collection of functions from R into k. Suppose that H contains the zero function which maps all elements of R into 0. Suppose, furthermore, that for each a e R, x(a) Φ 0 for some xeH.
For Ic H, let R(X) = {a e R\x{a) = 0 for all xeX}.
Then the collection <& -{R(X) IX c H} of subsets of R contains R and φ; and is closed under intersections since
We call R(X) the locus of zeros of X. The collection ^ is a locology for R in the sense of the following definition. (1) φ e £f and R e if; (2) <& is closed under intersections, that is, S^ c ^ implies fWSeίf. A locological space is a set R together with a locology <& for iϋ. Π If, in the above example, H also separates the points of R, we can imbed R in the set F(H, k) of functions from H to k by regarding αeJ? as the function a:H->k such that α(#) = #(α) for xeH. Thus, JS(JSΓ) SO imbedded is R(X) = {aeR\a(x) = 0 for all cceX}. Let us suppose furthermore that k is a group with product + (not necessarily commutative) and identity equal to the origin 0. Then the sets R(X) satisfy the following conditions, a + b and -a denoting point wise product and inverse of a, beR and a e R respectively.
(
1) if α, b e R(X), then a + b e R(X) ii a + beR, a-be R{X) if a -beR, and (-a) + beR(X) if (-a) + beR;
2. if αejβ(X) and -aeR, then -αei?(X). Thus, R(x) is closed and symmetric in the G-locology for R in the sense of the following definition, G being the group G = F(i2, fc). DEFINITION 1.2. Let iϋ be subset of a group G with product άb(a, b 6 G). Then a subset S of R is G-closed if (S 2 U SS" 1 U S-'SJn RcS, and S is symmetric if S" 1 Π i? c S. Here, Sϊ 7 = {α61 a e S, 6e T), S 2 = SS, S-1 = {cr'lαeS} for S, ΓcG. The collection £f of G-closed (respectively symmetric G-closed) subsets of R is called the G-locology (respectively symmetric GΊocology) of R.
• The G-locology (respectively symmetric G-locology) for a subset J? of a group G obviously satisfies the axioms for a locology for R.
We now assume that R is an arbitrary locological space with locology ^. The closure of a subset S of i2 is the intersection S of all closed sets of R containing S. Note that S is closed, contains S and is contained in every closed set containing S. We say that a subset S of R is connected if S = S λ \J S 2 where S x and S 2 are disjoint and relatively closed in S implies that S -S x or S -S 2 . PROPOSITION 
Let S be connected. Then S is connected.
Proof. For A, B closed, S c A U B and S n A Γι B = φ, we must ROOT LOCOLOGIES AND IDEMPOTENTS 217 show that SdA or SaB. But this follows from the fact that A and B are closed and, since S is connected, Sci or ScJ5.
• For x 6 R, C{x) is the union of all connected subsets of R which contain x. THEOREM 1.4. For xeR, C(x) is closed and connected and contains x. For x, y eR, either C(x) 
Proof. Since {x} is connected, C(x) contains x. Suppose that C(x) c A U B and C(x) n A Π B = φ with A, B closed. We may assume with no loss of generality that xeA. Then every connected set S containing x is contained in A, so that C(x) c A.
The above theorem shows that the sets C{x) are the maximal connected subsets of R. We call C(x) the connected component of i2 containing x. COROLLARY 1.5. R can be decomposed as a disjoint union R = \JieiRi where the R t (iel) are the connected components of R.
• (1) (α, 6eS) or (a,beT);
aeT, a$S).
In case (1), {ab, a~ιb, ab (2), the same is true by the first assertion of the theorem which we have already proved.
• COROLLARY 1.9. Let S, ΓeS and let aeS, be T. Then either a, b e S Π T or R contains none of the elements ab, a~ιb, αδ" 1 .
Proof. Suppose that S Γ\ T does not contain both of α, δ. Then either aeS and δ g S or a£T and beT.
In Proof. Let the R ύ be the connected components of R in the topology 3f for R (respectively, in the topology ^ = {S e 3f\ S is symmetric} for R).
• 
Then a subset S of R is closed if and only if S fΊ S t is closed for
• For the remainder of this section, we specialize to G-locological spaces R where R is the set of roots of a G-graded nonassociative algebra A, G being a group. Here a nonassociative algebra is a vector space A over a field k and a product xy e A (x, y e A) which is bilinear in the sense that We let <JS> be the subalgebra of A generated by B for any subset B oί A. DEFINITION 1.14. We say that the G-graded nonassociative algebra A is normal if (1) 
E + F)E = E(E + F) = E.
It is possible to align our language even more closely with the classical theory of idempotents by noting that each central idempotent E of A determines a unique minimal central idempotent, called 1 A -E, such that 1 A -E and E are orthogonal and such that 1 A = E + (1 A -E 
. Every central idempotent E of A is the sum E = Σ^^^o E t of those E t not orthogonol to E. In particular, A has only finitely many central idempotent s.
Proof. We claim first that any central idempotent E of A can be written as E = E x + + E m where the JSi are pairwise orthogonol central primitive idempotents. We use induction on the dimension of E. If E is primitive (as when E has dimension 1), we take E = E ± . Otherwise, we can write E -F + G where F and G are proper orthogonol idempotents. Since E is central, so are F and G. By induction, we may write both F and G, and therefore also E, as sum E -E ι + + E m of pairwise orthogonol central primitive idempotents, as claimed. Since either 1 A -E or 1 A = E+F where [E, F] = 0 and F is a central idempotent, we can write FEm+ι + " + En and 1 A -E x + + E n where the E t are pairwise orthogonal central primitive idempotents for 1 <^ i <; w. Let P be any central primitive idempotent. Then P = l^P = Pl 4 = P£Ί + • + PE n = £ΊP + + # n P and PJί, U^PcPn^ for all i. Thus, P^ Φ 0 for some i, say i -1, without loss of generality. We claim that P = Eί, since PE X Φ 0. We have P = P (oo) = P L + -+ P n where P ά = (P n ^i) (oo) . Since P? = P 4 and P ά P, = 0 = P^ for i^i, P = P, for some j. Thus, Pc^ . Since P^ φ 0, we have i = 1 and PdE^ If P = 1^, then 1^ = P = EΊ, and we are done. Otherwise, write 1^ = P + Q where P and Q are orthogonol central idempotents. Then E λ = ^1^ = £ΊP + E λ Q = P + J5 1 nQ = P + P' where P' = (JSΊ Π Q) (oo) . Thus, P' = 0 and ^ = P; for otherwise P' is an idempotent orthogonol to P and E x is not primitive.
Proof I=1J=
Σ?-i EJ c Σ?=i Et Π I c I and / = Σ?=i h where J. = (#. n /) (oo) . Note that I* is an ideals of 1^ if A is a Lie algebra.
. Let H be a split Cartan subalgebra of an idempotent Lie algebra L, and let R = R 1 \J U R n be the decomposition of the set R of roots of H into its connected components R t (l^i^ri) in the symmetric G-locology for R where G -F(H, k). Then
( 1) Ri is open and closed for 1 ^ i <I n; (1 <^ i <; m). We claim that the R u which are closed, are also open; and that the R t are, in fact, the connected components of R. Note first that R t Π R s = R(X t U X s ) = R(H) = φ for i Φ j. Next, let αeδ, so that 0 Φ L α (ad JET) = Σ (•#<).(*<!#<) and 0 ^ (^) α (ad jff t ) for some i. Then 0 = (^) β (ad H ό ) since [#" #,-] = 0, so that a(H 5 ) = 0 for i Φ j. Thus, a e R(X t ) = R t . It follows that R = i? x U U R m (disjoint union of closed sets). Furthermore, a(H t ) Φ 0, and we see easily that R t therefore is also R t = R -R (H t ) , an open set (1 <^ i ^ m). Moreover, we see that R t = {a e R\(LJ α (ad fί) ^ {0}} (1 ^ i <; m). Since iZ, n ^^ = ^ for i Φ j, it follows that E t contains L R . and E t Π L Bj = 0 for 1 <: ί, i ^ m and i ^ j. Since R t is open, closed and symmetric,
* are central idempotents of L. It follows easily from Theorem 2.2 that
J rΉ. Bi (1 <^ i <; m). For (1) and (2), it now remains only to show that R t is connected. (1) and (2) [1] .
•
In the proof of Theorem 2.6, it is actually shown that the R t are open and closed in the locology {R(x) \ Xc H) which, a priori, is a coarser locology than the symmetric G-locology. On the other hand, the R t are also the connected components of R in the symmetric G-topology of R.
3* Ideal structure and locology of a Lie algebra and its root spaces* In this section, we consider a finite dimensional Lie algebra L with split Cartan subalgebra H and corresponding set R of roots with the symmetric G-locology of 1.2, 1.20. The following theorem is proved in Winter [3] and, under a stronger hypothesis, in Winter [2] . 
. Let R t be the complement of S in R ίf so that i?* Π Rj = ^ for i Φ j. For α e JRJ -S, we have 0 =£ I ia (Hj) = I iα (ad JHi) for some i; and therefore αCSTj ) = 0 for j Φ i; and therefore a(H t ) Φ 0 and aeRi -S -Ri. It follows that Rjr = R, U U R n U S (disjoint), with JK, relatively open and closed in R Σ -S. It also follows that I t -J <0 (ad jff 7 ) + ΣaeRtla = (Hi + I iS ) + I Mi . As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, K = ίίj + I^ is Cartan subalgebra of J implies that Z* = if Π h = Hi + I iS is a Cartan subalgebra of i^ for 1 <^ i ^ n.
We can now improve Corollary 1.21 and use it and Theorem 3.3 to prove that if iL = H Π L°° is a Cartan subalgebra of L, the connected components R t of i2 in the symmetric G-locology are both open and closed. Whether this is true when ΈL^ is not a Cartan subalgebra of L°° is an open question, the answer of which is probably negative. 
Proof. Choose a decomposition R = R x U U R n (disjoint) with n maximal satisfying all of the following conditions:
(1) The R t are closed, nonempty, pairwise disjoint; (2) every connected subset of R is contained in some R t ; (3) the conclusion of the Theorem 3.4 holds. We claim that the R t are the connected components of R, that is, that each R t is connected. If R n is not connected, then R n = R' n \J R' n+1 (nonempty, closed, disjoint) and each connected subset of R n is either in R' n or in R' n+1 . In the context of the Lie algebra L n = L Rn + H B% , R' n and R' n+1 are relatively closed and open, so that (2), (3), a contradition. We must conclude that R n (and, similarly, R t for all i) is connected as asserted. Note that the assertion L°° = L x + + L n is verified as in Corollary 1.21.
• COROLLARY 3.5. Suppose that H^ = H n L°° is a Cartan subalgebra of I/
59
. Then (1) the connected components R t (1 <^ i <. n) • Finally, we note that Theorem 3.4 is in the direction of a converse to Theorem 3.1. It provides a decomposition L^^L^ γL n where L t = L B . + H R . and the Ri are the connected components of R. It follows immediately that the same is true if the R l9
, R n are pairwise disjoint and every connected component of R is contained in one of the R t as is the case when R -R x U U R n is disjoint union of open and closed sets (the situation which immerges in Theorem 3.1). Although it may not be possible to lift such a decomposition I/°° = L ι + + L n to a decomposition L -L X Λ L n of L (compare with the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1), the following lifting is possible when H is abelian. + L n is a decomposition satisfying the asserted conditions.
